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The hispanic paradox refers to the phenomenon of

It has been suggested that culture and the Latin American paradox be associated with this article. No, no, no. Proposed from January 2020. The Latin American paradox, or Latino paradox, also known as the epidemiological paradox, suggests an epidemiological finding that Hispanics and Hispanics tend to have health outcomes that paradoxically compare or in some cases are
better than those of their U.S. non-Hispanic white counterparts, even though Hispanics have lower average incomes and education. (Low socioeconomic status is almost universally associated with worsening population health and higher mortality rates around the world.) [1] Paradox usually refers specifically to low mortality rates in Latin America compared to non-Hispanic whites.
[2] History The first made by Kyriakos Markides as a Latin American epidemiological paradox in 1986, the phenomenon is also known as the Latino epidemiological paradox. [3] According to Markides, professor of sociom medicine at the University of Texas Medical Branch, this paradox was ignored by previous generations, but it is now a leading theme in the health of the U.S.
Hispanic population. [3] The specific cause of this phenomenon is poorly understood, although the decisive factor appears to be the place of birth[4][5], which increases the possibility that different practices of childbirth or newborn may be involved due to lack of breastfeeding and the stigma of birth trauma (both common in American obstetric diseases[6]) and subsequent
psychological and physical illnesses exacerbated by the impact of psychological problems on the ability of social networking. [7] It appears that the Latin American paradox cannot be explained by the salmon bias hypothesis or by the healthy migration effect[8] by two theories that immigrant mortality is low because sick migrants may tend to return to their home country before
death and the potential tendency of new migrants to be unusually healthy compared to the rest of their home country. Historical differences in smoking habits by ethnicity and place of birth may explain much of the paradox, at least in adult life. [9] Others have suggested that lower mortality rates among Hispanics could reflect a slower biological aging rate. [10] However, some
believe that there is no Latin American paradox and that an inaccurate calculation of Hispanic deaths in the United States leads to an underestimation of Hispanic or Latino mortality. [11] Statistical observations Mortality Although they are often at a lower socioeconomic level, most Latin Americans With the exception of Puerto Ricans, they show that their non-Hispanic white
counterparts have lower or equal mortality rates. [12] In 2003, the Centers for Disease Control reported that the mortality rate among Hispanics was 25% lower than that of non-Hispanic whites and 43% lower than Americans. [3] This mortality benefit is most common among middle-aged and elderly Hispanics. Non-Hispanic Caucasians had a mortality rate of more than 1.00 in the
20s, falls at the age of 45 and then drops sharply to between 0.75 and 90 until death at the age of 65. When it come to managing socioeconomic factors, the health benefit gap in Mexican-Americans, the largest Hispanic population in the United States, is widening considerably. [12] Latin Americans have no mortality advantage over non-Hispanic whites in all mortality rates. they
have higher mortality rates for liver disease, cervical cancer, AIDS, homicide (men) and diabetes. [2] Infant mortality Another important indicator of health is infant mortality, which is also either equal to or better among Hispanic Americans than non-Hispanic Americans. The Hummer, et al. study found that babies born to Mexican immigrant women in the United States have about
10 percent lower mortality rates in the first hour, first day and first week than non-Hispanic white, U.S.-born women. [13] In 2003, the national Hispanic infant mortality rate was found to be 5.7, which is almost equal to that of non-Hispanic white Americans and 58 percent lower than african-Americans. [3] The infant mortality rate of Latin American immigrants is also 20% lower than
that of Hispanics born in the United States, although the latter population tends to have higher incomes and education and is much more likely to have health insurance. [14] Reasons for paradox Socioeconomic factors according to Alder and Estrive (2006) the more socioeconomicly beneficial individuals are, the better their health will be. [15] Access to health insurance and
preventive health care services is one of the main causes of socio-economic health ineconspatients. Household financial problems can cause anxiety and affect parenting, causing children's health problems that lead to depression, substance abuse and behavioral problems. Low socioeconomic status correlates with increased mortility and mortality. Mental disorders are an
important health problem for the vulnerable socioeconomic. they are two to five times more likely to suffer from a diagnosable disorder than those in high socioeconomic status and are more likely to face obstacles to receiving treatment. In addition, lack of treatment for mental disorders can affect educational and employment opportunities and achievements. [16] Segregation of
residential areas For understanding the health of the immigrant community, an increasingly layered American society is becoming apparent as undieveration. Starting in the 1970s, low to moderate income inequality in the United States began to deteriorate. [17] When the rich got richer, so did their neighborhoods. This trend was inversely reflected in the poor when their
neighbourhoods became As sociologist Douglas Massey explains: As a result, poverty and wealth were geographically concentrated. [17] John Yinger, professor of public administration and economics, writes that one way for the poor to win housing competition is to rent small or low-quality housing. However, he goes on to say that poor quality housing often involves serious
health risks, such as lead paint and animal pests. Although lead-based paint was deemed illegal in 1978, it remains on the walls of older apartments and houses, poses a serious neurological risk to children. Asthma, which is a potentially serious health risk, also has a clear link to poverty. In addition, asthma attacks have been associated with certain aspects of poor housing
quality, such as the appearance of cockroaches, mice, dust, dust mins, mold and mold. A 1997 American Housing Survey found that signs of rats or mice are almost twice as likely to be observed in poor households as in non-poor households. [18] Hypotheses More information: Aspects of Latino culture that promote the interest of the Latin American paradox Barrio One hispanic
paradox hypothesis suggests that living in the same neighborhood as people with similar ethnic backgrounds gives significant benefits to health. Elderly Mexican-Americans in the study in areas with more Mexican-Americans had lower seven-year mortality rates, as well as reduced prevalence of diseases such as stroke, cancer and hip fracture. [19] Despite the relatively high
poverty in these neighbourhoods due to the lack of formal education and the lack of jobs in low-paid service sectors, residents do not suffer from the same mortality and moribility as similarly unfavourable socio-economic areas. These residential areas have pristitious family structures, community institutions and kinship structures covering households, all of which are believed to
offer significant benefits to the health of the individual. [19] These social network support structures are of particular importance for the health of the ageing population as they address deteriorating physical functioning. Another reason for this phenomenon could be that Those Latin Americans from similar cultural and social backgrounds are protected from some of the negative
effects of asserting American culture. [19] Accumulation Further information: Americanization (immigration) and minority stress § Health outcomes The extent of Hispanic American's accumulation in the United States or their assortment with mainstream American culture is relative to his health. [2] One of the main negative effects of accumulation on health has been substance
use. More likened Latinos are more illegal alcohol consumption and smoking, especially in women. [20] Another negative impact changes in diet and nutrition. More accumulated Latinos eat less fruits, vegetables, vitamins, fiber and protein and consume more fat than their less accumulated counterparts. [20] One of the most significant effects of accumulation on Latino health is
birth results. Studies have found that more accumulated Latinos have higher low birth weight, premature births, teenage pregnancy and unwanted prenatal and postpartum behaviors, such as smoking or drinking during pregnancy, and lower breastfeeding rates. [20] Adaptation and a higher time in the United States have also been associated with negative mental health effects.
Latinos born in the United States or long-time residents of the United States had more mental health problems than recent Latino immigrants. [21] In addition, foreign-born Mexican-Americans have a significantly lower risk of suicide and depression than those born in the United States. [21] The increase in mental illness is thought to be due to alienation, discrimination and
increased plight of Mexican-Americans trying to move forward economically and socially, depriving themselves of traditional resources and support based on ethnic ethnic society. [22] A healthy immigrant effect with a healthy immigrant effect assumes that the choice of healthy Hispanic immigrants to the United States is the cause of the paradox. [2] International migration
statistics show that the mortality rate of immigrants is lower than in their country of origin. In the United States, foreign-born individuals have better self-reported health than respondents of American-born people. In addition, Hispanic immigrants have better health than immigrants who live long in the United States. Salmon bias Another popular hypothesis, called Salmon Bias, tries
to take into account homecoming. [2] According to this assumption, many Hispanics return home after a temporary employment, retirement or serious illness, which means that their deaths occur in their home country and are not taken into account in mortality reports in the United States. This hypothesis considers these people statistically immortal because they artificially lower
Hispanic mortality rates. [2] Certain studies suggest that it could be reasonable. These studies show that while remigration, both temporary and permanent, depends on the specific economic and social situations of communities, up to 75% of households in immigrant neighborhoods make some kind of return migration from the United States. However, Abraido-Lanza and others
concluded in 1999 that the salmon hypothesis cannot explain the driving of Mortality among Hispanics in the United States, according to their findings, the Latin American paradox is still present when non-returning migrants (e.g. Cubans) are detected. [2] Slow biological aging Horvath et al. (2013) has proposed that: could reflect a slower biological aging rate among Hispanics.
[10] This hypothesis is based on the finding that the blood and saliva of Hispanics age more slowly than the blood and saliva of non-Hispanic whites, African-Americans, and other populations, according to a tissue age biomarker known as the epigenetic clock. [10] Comparison with other ethnic groups One of the most important aspects of this phenomenon is comparing the health
of Hispanics with that of non-Hispanics. The current and historical poverty rate in the United States among both Hispanic and non-Hispanic African-American populations is consistently significantly higher than that of non-Hispanic white and non-Hispanic Asian Americans. [18] Dr. Hector Flores explains that high infant mortality can be predicted in the African-American population,
for example, so we would think that the [corresponding] poor minority would have the same health outcomes. However, he noted that poor health results are not present in the Hispanic population. [3] For example, the age-adjusted mortality rate of Hispanics living in Los Angeles County was 52 percent lower than that of blacks living in the same county. [3] Comparison with non-
Hispanic white Americans Although Hispanics are twice as likely to live below the poverty line and three times more likely to have no health insurance than non-Hispanic white Americans, they have a longer lifespan than they are by 3 years. More Latinos than any other racial group are uninsured, and they tend to be less likely to use medical care. The average lifespan of
Hispanics is 81.8 years on average and that of non-Hispanic white Americans 78.8 years. [23] This can be explained by a scientist taking DNA samples from multiple ethnic groups, Latino blood aging more slowly than any other group. [23] It has also been found that when Hispanics first migrate in the United States, their smoking rate is lower, their diet is better and their overall
health is common. Latin American infant mortality is also below NHW, with an average of 5.8 children per 1,000 deliveries and 9.1 children per 1,000 non-Hispanic whites. In 2012, the ratio of new cancer cases in all places for Hispanic men and non-Hispanic men was 0.7, for Hispanic men 362.2 and for non-Hispanic men 489.9. [24] Compared to non-Hispanic whites, Hispanic
men are 10 percent less likely to have prostate cancer. Latin American women Compared to NHW, 30% less likely to have a breast cancer diagnosis. Criticism Some public health researchers have argued that the Latin American paradox is not really a national phenomenon in the United States. In 2006, Smith and Bradshaw argued that there was no Latin American paradox. They
argue that life expectancy was almost equal for non-Hispanic white and Hispanic women, but less close to non-Hispanic white and Hispanic men. [11] Turra and Goldman claim that the paradox is among foreigners born of a specific national origin, and is found only in middle-aged and older age. In younger age, deaths are highly related to environmental factors such as homicides
and accidents. They argue that older deaths are more associated with harmful health-related behavior and health status in younger ages. Therefore, immigration-related processes only provide survival protection in middle and older age groups. the negative impact of assertion on poor neighbourhoods is greater on the mortality rate of immigrants at a younger age. [12] On the
other hand, Palloni and Arias assume that the phenomenon is most likely due to global bias due to ethnic misadvention or age exaggeration. [25] These errors may also be related to errors related to the reconciliation of death records to the National Health Interview Inquiry, missing security numbers or complex surnames. [12] While that may not mean progress for all Hispanics,
NPR.org argues that the lifestyles of some Hispanic immigrants have improved significantly in the United States due to a record low of 4.2 percent Latino unemployment. [26] Low unemployment rates have allowed families spoken in an article on NPR.org to have multiple income streams of more than one job. See also The Latin American and Latin American Portal Ancestry and
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